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Steven Leiber. 
Catalog 20: InterMedia: Special European & Latin American Issue. 

San Francisco: Steven Leiber, 1995. 
Folded tabloid format newsprint catalog. 
36 pages. 
Black & white with sections eraser stamped in color.
Catalog Folded: 14 x 10”.
Catalog Unfolded: 14” x 20”. 
Edition of 200. 

Very Good.
Light toning and edgewear. 
Shipping envelope not present. 

“Catalog offered primarily Eastern European performance
art documentation and Latin American mail/correspondence art. 
InterMedia: Special European & Latin American issue
was an imagined issue (no. 9, c. 1979) of the periodical InterMedia. 
Contributions had been sent to the magazine; however, the issue
was never published. Most of the works offered in Steven Leiber’s
catalog were those works submitted for publication in InterMedia
in 1979 (acquired through Harley Lond, the editor of InterMedia). 
All eraser stamps used in the catalog were designed by Pawel Petasz
(Elblag, Poland) and borrowed from Bill Gaglione
(a.k.a. Dadaland, San Francisco) for use in this publication. 
Modeled after InterMediaL An Interdisciplinary Journal of the Arts,
Resources, & Communications, by and for the Communicator/Artist,
a journal published by Harley Lond in Los Angeles, in conjunction
with the Century City Educational Arts Project, from 1974 to 1979.”
- Page 80, Steven Leiber Catalogs, David Senior (Editor), 2019. 

Sharp copy of rare dealer catalog that engages
with art history in an uncommon and creative way 
directly acquired from a mail art participant and publisher
who received this in the mail from Leiber in 1995. 

$1000.









Steven Leiber. 
Catalog 21: Inventory of the Swedish Archive of Artist Books. 

San Francisco: Steven Leiber, 1996. 
Two staple-bound softcover
with slipcase.
Catalogues: 8.5” x 5.25”. 
Slipcase: 8.5” x 5.75” x .75”. 
Unpaginated. 
Edition of 200. 

Catalogues near fine, 
but for slight wear to edges and toning. 
Slipcase good,
isn’t square anymore with tears at top and bottom. 

Steven Leiber’s scarce 21st catalog issued as two pamphlets in slipcase,
one pamphlet with description while the other holds illustrations,
offered primarily artists’ books from the collection of Leif Eriksson
a.k.a. SAAB, The Swedish Archive of Artists’ Books.
Modeled after Christian Boltanski’s artist’s book
Inventaire des objets appartenant à un habitant 
d’Oxford précédé d’un avant propos et suivi de
quelques réponses à ma proposition. 

Sharp copy of rare dealer catalog that engages
with art history in an uncommon and creative way 
directly acquired from a mail art participant and publisher
who received this in the mail from Leiber in 1996. 

$600.









Steven Leiber. 
Catalog 24: Artform. 

San Francisco: Steven Leiber, 1996. 
Staple-bound softcover.
10 x 10”.
81 pages.
Edition of 200. 

Very Good.
Catalog has minor creasing to right hand side,
otherwise near fine.

Steven Leiber’s scarce 24th catalog is an homage
to the monthly contemporary art magazine Artforum.

Sharp copy of rare dealer catalog that engages
with art history in an uncommon and creative way 
directly acquired from a mail art participant and publisher
who received this in the mail from Leiber in 1996. 

$1000.









Steven Leiber. 
Catalog 30: Primary Documents. 

San Francisco: Steven Leiber, 1997. 
22 perforated pages folded at perforation lines
in printed envelope.

Catalog folded: 11” x 9.5”.
Catalog unfolded: 242” x 9.5”.
Envelope: 10” x 13”.
22 pages.
Edition of 150. 

Envelope is slit at top and side
with some stray tears and creasing,
catalog inside is fine. 

Steven Leiber’s scarce 30th catalog accompanies an exhibition
curated by Leiber and held at the San Francisco gallery 871 Fine Arts
in 1997. It’s modeled after the Dan Flavin exhibition catalog pink and gold
published by the Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago, IL 1967.

Sharp copy of rare dealer catalog that engages
with art history in an uncommon and creative way 
directly acquired from a mail art participant and publisher
who received this in the mail from Leiber in 1997. 

$1250.









Steven Leiber. 
Catalog 31: Periodicals.

San Francisco: Steven Leiber, 1998. 
Variously sized books, cards, etc in box.
Box: 10.5” x 13.75” x 2”.
Edition of 40. 

Box has some creasing and dents, 
contents fine. 

Cardboard box contains a book (International Zine Dictionary),
an envelope with cards inside
(sticker on front reads, Conceptual Art Postcards),
a brown bag containing photocopied color leaves
(sticker on front states, “Xtra grab bag for motion discomfort and refuse”),
rubber-band bound cards, eight cards on a perforated sheet
(one for each of the first eight issues of Aspen), a loose-leaf,
three cards and a folder ( with sticker reading Our Ad Gallery)
containing colored leaves and a want list.
Table of contents glued into box lid.
Color label is glued onto box top. 

Steven Leiber’s scarce 31nd catalog
is an homage to Aspen magazine (1965-1971)
and the artists’ periodical Assembling (1070-1975).

Sharp copy of rare dealer catalog that engages
with art history in an uncommon and creative way 
directly acquired from a mail art participant and publisher
who received this in the mail from Leiber in 1998. 

$1250.









Steven Leiber. 
Catalog 32: Art by Tape: Not by Nam June Paik. 

San Francisco: Steven Leiber, 1998. 
Cassette tape in case. 
Audio cassette: 2.5” x 4”. 
Unfolded liner notes: 10.5 x 8”.
Case: 2.75” x 4.25”. 
Edition of 100. 

Flap of liner notes has minor creasing and chipping
from cassette tape being carelessly shoved into case,
otherwise near fine. 

“Artists, curators, art librarians and others 
associated with the art world were faxed catalog 
entries with instructions to call and read the entry 
aloud over Steven Leiber’s answering machine. 
These recordings were then included on the enclosed
audio cassette. The title of this catalog is derived from
a Nam June Paik mailing. 

Sharp copy of rare dealer catalog that engages
with art history in an uncommon and creative way 
directly acquired from a mail art participant and publisher
who received this in the mail from Leiber in 1998. 

$1000.









Steven Leiber. 
Catalog 34 : Artists’ Recordworks. 

San Francisco: Steven Leiber/ 871 Fine Arts, 1998. 
Corner staple-bound catalogue 
with found record jacket. 
Catalogue: 11” x 11”. 
Record jacket: 12.5” x 12.5”. 
Unpaginated. 
Edition of 100. 

Very Good.
Catalogue has slight creasing at corners,
staple rusty, found record jacket has some edgewear,
creasing with an old price tag to back
in addition to the “Artists’ Recordworks 871” sticker.
Steven Leiber’s scarce 34th catalog was an exhibition catalogue
published in conjunction with show held at 871 Fine Arts,
San Francisco, July 9 - October 8, 1998 co-distributed
by the late San Francisco book dealer Steven Leiber and 871 Fine Arts.
Staple bound catalogue housed in a vintage record jacket,
each copy laid into a different jacket, and originally wrapped
in brown butcher paper (not present with this copy).
Exhibition and catalog focused on artists’ recordings and audio works.
Some works included were not for sale.

Sharp copy of rare dealer catalog that engages
with art history in an uncommon and creative way
directly acquired from a mail art participant and publisher
who received this in the mail from Leiber in 1998. 

$600.











Steven Leiber. 
Catalog 35: Scheissladen. 

San Francisco: Steven Leiber, 1998. 
Three ring binder with sticker on spine 
as well as cover with looseleaf. 
Pages: 11.5” x 10.75”. 
Binder: 10.5” x 11.5” x 2” closed, 
23.25” x 11.5” laid open. 
Unpaginated.
Edition of 100. 

Very good. 
Binder has unobtrusive 1 3/4 tear at top left front
as well as minor wear and soiling. 
Looseleaf is generally near fine
with the title page showing slight tearing at holes, 
though still sturdy. 

Steven Leiber’s scarce 35th catalog offered general stock 
as looseleaf in a three ring binder (apparently originally mailed 
in a padded envelope that is not present) modeled after the exhibition 
catalog for Documenta 5 (June 30-October 8,1972”, curated by 
Harold Szeeman, which featured a cover illustration by Ed Ruscha).
Table of contents lists sections for: Artists’ Books & Publications;
Exhibition Catalogues & General Reference Multiples, Prints, & Drawing 
Material and Primary Documents, separated by category with four 
numbered dividers.

Sharp copy of rare dealer catalog that engages
with art history in an uncommon and creative way
directly acquired from a mail art participant and publisher
who received this in the mail from Leiber in 1998. 

$750.







Steven Leiber.
Catalog 40: Primarily Books From A Miami Beach Private Collection.
San Francisco: Steven Leiber, 2002. 
Spiral-bound softcover.
11” x 9”.
51 pages.
Edition of 100. 

Very good. 
Catalog has light unobtrusive soiling to covers
and faint creasing to back cover. 
Back cover has less than a quarter of an inch tear 
to top middle left. 
Otherwise, a presentable and handsome copy of this
scarce catalog. 

Steven Leiber’s scarce 40th catalog primarily
contains duplicates from the Ruth & Marvin Sackner
Archive of Concrete and Visual Poetry. 

Sharp copy of rare dealer catalog that engages
with art history in an uncommon and creative way
directly acquired from a mail art participant and publisher
who received this in the mail from Leiber in 2002. 

$550.00







Steven Leiber. 
Catalog 42: A Succulent Dilemma. 

San Francisco: Steven Leiber, 2003. 
Staple-bound softcover.
17 x 11”.
Unpaginated.
Edition of 100. 

Very good. 
Catalog has light creasing
and a small tear to front page bottom right.

Steven Leiber’s scarce 42nd catalog modeled after
DAYS OFF: A Calendar of Happenings by Allan Kaprow,
a commission by the Junior Council of the
Museum of Modern Art, NY, in 1970.

Sharp copy of rare dealer catalog that engages
with art history in an uncommon and creative way
directly acquired from a mail art participant and publisher
who received this in the mail from Leiber in 2003. 

$800.







Steven Leiber. 
Catalog 44: Various Small Pettibon and a Ruscha. 

San Francisco: Steven Leiber/ 871 Fine Arts, 2005. 
Staple-bound softcover.
Folded: 8.5” x 5.5”.
Unfolded: 8.5” x 11”. 
Unpaginated.
Edition of 100. 

Very good.
Catalog has light creasing at spine
and corner wear.

Steven Leiber’s scarce 44th catalog is a combination 
dealer catalog and exhibition guide modeled after
the Raymond pettibon zine Tripping Corpse, published 
by SST Records from 1981-1985. 
Exhibition co-organized by Steven Leiber and Adrienne Fish
at 871 Fine Arts (February 3-April 2, 2005). 

Sharp copy of rare dealer catalog that engages
with art history in an uncommon and creative way
directly acquired from a mail art participant and publisher
who received this in the mail from Leiber in 2005. 

$600.











Steven Leiber. 
Catalog 45: Raymond Pettibon Flyers. 

San Francisco: Steven Leiber’s Basement, 2006. 
Cards in printed wrapper.
18 cards. 
Cards: 3.5” x 2.5”. 
Edition of 120. 

Wrapper is open at top with light creasing
and an unobtrusive thin tear top middle. 
Cards fine. 

Steven Leiber’s scarce 45th catalog offered 18 signed 
Black Flag show flyers with artwork by Raymond Pettibon 
in a baseball card and bubble game trading card scenario. 
Bubble game missing, as it often is. 

Cards printed on both sides with artwork on front
and information on the reverse. 

Sharp copy of rare dealer catalog that engages
with art history in an uncommon and creative way
directly acquired from a mail art participant and publisher
who received this in the mail from Leiber in 2006. 

$750.00





Steven Leiber. 
Catalog 51: 3 Days. 

San Francisco: Steven Leiber, 2010. 
Poster.
37” x 24”.
Edition of 350. 

Very good. 
Catalog folded in eight sections as issued,
with minor wear to center fold and corners, 

Steven Leiber’s scarce 51st catalog is modeled 
after the event flyer for 9 Evenings: Theatre & Engineering, 
a series of performances that took place October 13-23, 1966
at the 69th Regiment Armory in New York. The Series was the
inaugural program of the Experiments in Art & Technology (E.A.T.) 
organization and involved a collaboration between invited artists
and engineers from Bell Laboratories. Also refers to artist Dave Muller’s
exhibition/event series Three Day Weekend. 

Sharp copy of rare dealer catalog that engages
with art history in an uncommon and creative way
directly acquired from a mail art participant and publisher
who likely received this in the mail from Leiber in 2010. 

$600.







Steven Leiber. 
Catalog 52: Buckwerke Bookforms. 

San Francisco: Steven Leiber, 2010. 
Cardboard covers, 
perfect-bound by hand with linen tape. 
11” X 8.5”.
34 pages.
Edition of 150. 

Catalog has slight unobtrusive edge wear/ bumping
otherwise near fine.

Steven Leiber’s scarce 52nd catalog offered fourteen
unique artists’ books by Barbara and Gabrielle 
Schmidt-Heins and included fourteen reproductions 
of page spreads from their books. 
Modeled after Buchwerke. Barbara Schmidt-Heins.
Gabrielle Schmidt-Heins. Original-Bucher 1972 bis 1976. 
published by the Kunstraum München & the Institut für
Moderne Kunst in 1976. 

Sharp copy of rare dealer catalog that engages
with art history in an uncommon and creative way directly acquired
from a mail art participant and publisher
who received this in the mail from Leiber in 2010. 

$600.









David Kasprzak (Curator).
Destruc/tion in Print.

San Francisco, David Kasprzak: 2010. 
Double-sided newsprint poster, folded as issued,
with Steven Leiber Basement Ephemeron 2007/ F.Y.C.P. bookmark
and matchbook with printed “Implements of Critique”.
Poster: 22 1/2” x 35”. 
Bookmark: 1 3/4” x 5 1/2”.
Matchbook: 1 15/16” x 2 2/16”. 

Near fine, 
minor creasing as expected at folds. 
Slight handling wear. 
Bookmark and matchbook are also in nice shape. 

An exhibition as poster-catalogue 
curated by Colpa Press co-owner 
David Kasprzak from Steven Leiber’s collection. 

$125.









Steven Leiber (Editor). 
How Far Can You Push A Sound Without An Image?: 
An Aural Exhibition of Artist’s Recordworks 
from the Collection of Steven Leiber.

Michele Fiedler, 2010. 
Softcover. 
69 pages. 

Very good. 
Unobtrusive closed tear 
to back cover left middle
and last page bottom middle. 
Covers have minor soiling and creasing. 

“Published as one of three parts of the project 
How Far Can You Push A Sound Without An Image?,
these pages catalog San Francisco collector Steven Leiber’s 
record works collection. The other two parts being a radio broadcast 
which is documented in the second part of this catalog, and an aural
exhibition of the broadcast that took place in two venues, 
one in San Francisco, CA and one in New York, NY on May 15th 2010. 
$125.





Payment may be made by credit card, paypal, check, wire transfer or other 
means by prior arrangement. Institutions may be billed accordingly. 
Shipping is additional and will be billed at cost. 
Returns are accepted for any reason within a week of receipt. Please pro-
vide advance notice of the return. All books, ephemera, etc are graded to 
general antiquarian guidelines, with fine being our highest grade, used 
sparingly. 

Jon Glovin. 
fenrickbooks@gmail.com
646-460-3336
Fenrickbooks.com
@fenrickbooks

Ridgewood, New York




